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The old and the new
Welcome to 2022, which carries with it many hopes for a better year for all. At the AIHS
we will be continuing to move forward and focus on many issues, while not ignoring the
global pandemic we all continue to struggle with and which colours so much of what we
are all doing. We may be sick and tired of it, but that doesn’t mean it’s going anywhere.
In 2022 the fulcrum on which our national community health will rest will be the ability of
our healthcare and hospital system to cope with the burden of disease, accident and
illness placed on them at any given time. This is currently being largely determined by the
number of nurses available. Certainly, already the Victorian and NSW health systems are
under extreme pressures, and there is very little flexibility left in the system to
accommodate greater demand. For example, due to extreme demand for nurses,
furloughs for close contacts are now down to an absolute minimum, which
correspondingly raises the percentage of hospital staff who will infect others, despite best
efforts. It is a fine balance that is being overcome by the transmissibility of the Omicron
strain. Healthcare services to people with other ailments are being reduced, and have
widespread impact. Despite this, we know that pressures will continue to rise in the weeks
ahead. It seems that hopes are now being pinned on this particular Omicron wave passing
as quickly as possible, through the combination of high levels of both vaccination and high
levels of infection. We will all learn more in the weeks and months ahead whether this has
been successful, and the toll it takes.
Meanwhile, all other health and safety risks to workers are not dissipated, so the wider
work continues as actively as ever. We have many things planned for the year ahead
especially in the areas of Certification and Training and Professional Development as we
continue to work toward better, practical and meaningful structures which support learning
and career growth for health and safety people at all levels.
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=4120
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On the policy front, if you haven’t already seen it, take a look at the summary report of our
review into the Australian Work Health and Safety Strategy. There’s quite a bit to digest.
Have a great week.
David Clarke, AIHS CEO

INDUSTRY NEWS

Comcare issues guidance over flood
and storm preparedness and response

NSW: burns in hospitality under safety
spotlight

Comcare recently published guidance on
flood and storm preparedness after the

SafeWork NSW recently reminded
employers in the hospitality industry about

Bureau of Meteorology recently declared a
La Niña, the climate driver typically

the importance of workplace safety and the
risk of burns – particularly for younger and

associated with wet conditions for eastern,
northern and central parts of Australia over
summer.

less experienced workers.
Read full story

Read full story
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POLICY & LEGISLATION

Safety alert issued over fit testing for
tight-fitting respirators

Safe Work Australia issues new solar
UV radiation fact sheet

Workplace Health & Safety Queensland

Safe Work Australia has developed a fact

recently issued a safety alert highlighting
the importance of fit testing for tight-fitting
respirators for workers who need to use

sheet on the risks of solar ultraviolet
radiation (UVR) exposure at work.

them.

Read full story

Read full story

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Registrations are now open for the 2022 AIHS National Health & Safety Conference! The
conference will be held from 25-26 May and the theme is 'The Adaptive Age: Innovative and
Practical Approaches to Health & Safety'. Super Early Bird rates are available until 23 April.
The conference will be held as a hybrid event, which will allow attendees to select an option for
physical attendance at reduced capacity, or a virtual attendance to the two-day program. No
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=4120
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matter where you are in Australia, you can take your time to view the conference presentations
live across both days either in person or online.
Read More

INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS

VIC: RACV fined $475,000 after driver’s
fatal crash

WA: drilling company fined $256,000
over death of worker

The Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
(RACV) has been convicted and fined

An exploration drilling company in Western
Australia has been fined $256,000 and

$475,000 following the death of a roadside
assistance driver in a fatigue-related crash
in 2018.

ordered to pay $2363.50 in costs over an
incident in which a contractor died after
being struck by a large stillson wrench.

Read full story

Read full story
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